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Propositions belonging to the thesis Anaemia, iron deficiency and infection 

 

 

 

Although the element is the second most abundant metal in the earth's crust, iron's low solubility makes 

its acquisition for metabolic use a major challenge (Gillooly et al., 1984) 

 

Hepcidin may offer effective protection against infection risks for many people, though even hepcidin 

may somehow become a victim of one of his natural enemies (this thesis) 

 

As an iron marker Ferritin is not thàt bad, yet the winner marker has not yet been born (this thesis) 

 

Iron deficiency is an adaption to poor public health (this thesis) 

 

Western public health is not the same as African public health. In Africa one deals with patients, in the 

west one often deals with consumers.  

 

Limitation should be a key subject in healthcare. This applies both to the expectations of the effects of 

healthcare and to the acceptability of the costs as a part of the Gross National Product 

 

Proper statistics requires intuition, or is it a bias? 

 

Interpretation of data an sich is not possible (according to Kant) 

 

Experiencing a flash is the source of new research (according to L.M. de Rijk) 

 

Our tendency to perceive -to impose- narrativity and causality are symptoms of the same disease -dimension 

reduction. Moreover, like causality, narrativity has a chronological dimension and leads to the perception 

of the flow of time. Causality makes time flow in a single direction, and so does narrativity (Nassim 

Nicholoas Taleb, 2007) 

 

The Black Swan does either not exist or is of small consequence if you live in Mediochristan (Nassim 

Nicholoas Taleb, 2007) 

 

Evidence based medicine may be important, compassion however is crucial 

 


